






















































































pylori,! and! two! to! three! per! cent! of! these! will! develop! gastric! cancer!
associated!with!this!infection.!Gastric!cancer!is!today!the!third!largest!cause!
of! cancer!mortality!worldwide,!with!more! than! 700! 000! deaths! annually,! a!
number! that! is! expected! to! increase.! H.+ pylori! is! usually! acquired! in!
childhood,! and! establish! a! lifelong! infection! in! the! absence! of! treatment.!




host! and! bacteria! in! patients! during! the! early! stages! of! gastric! cancer!
development.!We!studied!patients!from!a!low'risk,!and!a!high'risk!population!
for! gastric! cancer,! Sweden! and! Nicaragua! respectively.! Altogether,! we!
investigated! the! human! gene! expression,! H.+ pylori+ genomic! and!
transcriptomic,! features,! as! well! as! microbiota! composition,! all! in! material!
from! the! same! individuals.! We! also! made! a! smaller! study! of! the! surface!
proteome!of!two!H.+pylori+isolates.!




pressure!on! the!BabA!protein! in! this! region.! This! could!have!effects!on! the!
adhesion! properties! and! consequently,! strain! virulence! in! these! strains.!On!
the! host! level,! we! identified! the! kynurenine! pathway! of! tryptophan!
degradation! to!be!differentially!expressed!during! the!early! stages!of!gastric!
carcinogenesis,! a! pathway! that! has! been! described! to! be! involved! both! in!
immune!modulation!and!in!cancer!development.!We!also!identified!the!loss!
of! acidic! chitinase! (CHIA)! expression! as! a! potential! biomarker! for! pre'
cancerous!gastric!lesions.!
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Gastric!cancer!development! is! the!effect!of!chronic! inflammation!that! leads!
to!gradual!tissue!changes!over!decades!of!time.!The!most!notable!factor!that!
can!cause! this! type!of! inflammation! is!Helicobacter+pylori,! a!bacterium!that!
lives! in! the! stomach! of! about! half! the! world’s! population.! The! infection! is!
commonly!acquired! in!childhood!and!persists! for! the! rest!of! the! life! span! if!
not!treated.!






of! carcinogenesis! is! established! to! follow! a! certain! sequence! of! tissue!
changes.! While! the! majority! of! individuals! only! develop! a! mild! gastric!
inflammation! (gastritis)! by! the! infection,! some! progress! into! the! stage! of!
atrophy,+where!certain!gastric!cell!populations!die,!which!disrupts!the!tissue!
organisation!and!cell!behaviour.!At!this!stage,! it! is!still!possible!to! intervene!
and!lower!the!risk!of!further!progression.!However,!the!atrophy!can!develop!
into! metaplasia,! where! the! tissue! in! a! patchy! manner! entirely! loses! its!
stomach!characteristics,!which!can!further!advance!into!dysplasia!and!finally!
gastric!cancer.!
In! this! study,! we! have! focused! on! the! early! stages! of! the! carcinogenesis,!
namely! the! gastritis,! atrophy,! and! metaplasia! stages,! in! order! to! try! to!
delineate!what!are! the!changes! that!occur!when! the!clinical!manifestations!
diverge.!In!this,!we!have!both!studied!the!gene!expression!patterns!of!gastric!
tissue!from!patients!at!these!stages,!as!well!as!studied!the!genomes!and!gene!








The! stomach! is! histologically! and! functionally! divided! into! two!main! parts,!
the!upper! corpus!or!oxyntic! part! and! the! lower!antrum!or!pyloric! part,! see!
figure! 1.! The! basic! unit! of! both! of! these! tissue! types! is! the! gastric! gland,!
which!consists!of!an!outmost!pit!or!foveolae!region,!with!a!20'40!μm!single!















The! corpus! gland! is! typically! longer! and! have! a! small! pit! region,! while! the!
pyloric! glands! are! shorter,! with! a! larger! pit! region! that! makes! up!
approximately!half!on!the!total!gland!length!1.!In!total!the!mucosa!is!0.5!'!2.5!
mm! thick,! of! which! the! gland! part! measures! approximately! 0.65! mm! in!
healthy! corpus! mucosa,! and! is! slightly! shorter! in! antrum.! Each! square!
millimetre!of!the!stomach!mucosa!comprises!approximately!100!glands.!
However,!there!are!some!major!differences!in!the!cell!types!constituting!the!
glandular! regions!of! the! two! tissue! types.! The! corpus!hosts! the!majority!of!
the! acid! secreting! parietal! cells,! which! are! distributed! along! much! of! the!
length!of! the!gland,!with! the!highest!density! in! the!neck!and! the!base.!The!
base!of!the!gland! is!also!rich! in!chief!cells!or!zymogenic!cells,!which!secrete!
the!pro'enzyme!pepsinogen.! In!addition! to! these! two!cell! types,! the!corpus!
glands! also! contain! mucous! neck! cells! and! histamine'secreting!
Enterochromaffin'Like!cells! (ECL!cells),! interspersed!between!the!other!cells!
in!the!neck!and!base!region!of!the!corpus!gland!(figure!2).!The!pyloric!glands!
also! contain!mucous! neck! cells,! and! a! few! parietal! and! ECL! cells,! but!most!
importantly! it! contains! the! G'cells! and! D'cells! that! secrete! gastrin! and!
somatostatin,!respectively,!regulating!the!corpus!acid!secretion!as!well!as!the!
response! to! food! and! the! thought! of! food! (figure! 2).! In! addition,! pyloric!
glands! contain! endocrine! X/A! cells! producing! the! hormone! ghrelin! that!
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regulate! hunger! and! satiety,! and! alkaline! mucus'producing! cells! near! the!
bottom!of! the! crypt,!which! resemble! the! corpus!mucous! neck! cells! in! cell'
specific! marker! expression.! The! pyloric! glands! are! branched! and! coiled! at!
their!basal!ends,!with!longer!pits!that!occupy!about!half!the!thickness!of!the!
mucosa,!and!has!a!higher!turnover!than!the!oxyntic!mucosa!2.!
The! border! between! antrum! and! corpus! is! not! definite! but! consists! of! a!




Another! important! difference! between! the!mucosa! of! the! antrum! and! the!
corpus! is! the! location! and! characteristics! of! the! stem! cells,! the! progenitor!
cells! that! are! the! origin! of! all! cell! types! in! the! gland.! In! the! pyloric! gland,!
similar! to! intestinal! crypts,! the!progenitor! cells! that! are! responsible! for! the!
regeneration!of!healthy!mucosa! reside! in! the!base!of! the!gland!and!can!be!




high! nuclear! to! cytoplasm! ratio,! open! chromatin! and! absence! of! secretory!
granules!4.!
The! corpus! stem! cell! regenerates! cells! that! migrate! bidirectionally.! The!
progeny! cells!migrating! upwards! give! rise! to! presurface! cells! that! populate!
the!surface!mucous!niche,!while!the!ones!migrating!downwards!give!rise!to!
the!cell!types!of!the!gland.!The!surface!mucous!cells!of!the!pit!or!foveolae!are!
short'lived! cells!with! a! life! span! of! 3'5! days! in!mouse! healthy!mucosa! and!
thus! have! a! rapid! turnover.! The! parietal! and! chief! cells! on! the! other! hand!
exhibit!very!different!cycling!with!a!life!span!of!months!4.!Unlike!parietal!cells,!
chief! cells! and! ECL! cells,! which! are! terminally! differentiated! cell! types,! the!
mucous!neck!cells!represent!a!transitional!state!between!the!progenitor!cell!
and!the!mature,!highly!secretory!chief!cell!1.!
The! gastric! stem! cell! niche! is! poorly! characterised! and! is! believed! to! be!
composed! of! myofibroblasts! of! the! scant! mesenchyme! between! the!
glandular! units! as! well! as! endothelial! cells! or! pericytes! of! the! capillary!
network.!The!parietal!cells!are!also!thought!to!play!a!role!in!maintaining!the!
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niche! and! guiding! the! differentiation! of! the! other! gastric! lineages.! Loss! of!






Helicobacter+ pylori! is! a! spiral'shaped,! gram'negative! bacterial! species! that!
belongs!to!the!family!of!ε'proteobacteria.!It!is!micro'aerophilic!and!thus!does!
not! thrive! in! environments! with! atmospheric! oxygen! levels.! H.+ pylori+ is!
trophic! for! human! gastric'type! epithelium! and! preferentially! colonises! the!
stomach!or!metaplastic!gastric!epithelium!of!the!duodenum.!!
To! cope! with! the! stomach! acidity! H.+ pylori! employs! a! variety! of! defence!
mechanisms,!including!the!production!of!cytosolic!and!surface'bound!urease,!
which! catalyses! the! breakdown! of! urea! into! carbon! dioxide! and! ammonia,!
thereby!neutralising!the!surrounding!environment.!In!the!absence!of!urea,!H.+




the! mucus! layer! using! chemotactic! systems.! These! systems! sense! among!
others!the!pH!gradient,!and!guide!the!movement!away!from!the!acidic!lumen!
towards!the!epithelium,!where!the!pH!is!almost!neutral.!High!acidity!rapidly!
impairs! the! motility! of! the! bacterium,! making! it! crucial! for! it! to! quickly!
penetrate! the!mucus! and! establish! itself! close! to! the! epithelium.! To! avoid!






Helicobacter+ pylori! currently! infects! half! of! the! world’s! population! with!
geographical! and! population'based! differences.! It! is! thought! that!H.+ pylori!
historically! infected! virtually! all! humans;! however,! its! incidence! has! been!
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gradually!declining!in!Western!and!other!developed!countries,!and!presently!
is! rare! among! younger! individuals! in! most! Western! European! countries,!
North! America,! Japan,! and! Oceania! 8.!H.+ pylori! transmission! is! believed! to!
occur! at! a! young! age! through! close! person'to'person! contact,! commonly!
within! families! or! members! of! communities! living! close! to! each! other.!
Intrafamilial! transmission! is! the! principal! form! in! developed! regions! with!




rather! be! transmitted! via! the! gastric'oral,! oral'oral,! or! fecal'oral! routes! in!
connection!to!gastrointestinal!diseases!that!cause!diarrhoea!and/or!vomiting!!




water,! viable! H.+ pylori! bacteria! have! been! harder! to! retrieve! from!
environmental! sources.! A! handful! of! studies! have! managed! to! culture! H.+
pylori! from!various!water! sources,! such!as! sea!water,!wastewater,!and! lake!
and! river! water! 13.! However,! a! study! of! drinking! water! and! environmental!
water! in! a! highly! endemic! area! failed! to! detect!H.+ pylori! DNA! in! water! 14.!
Nevertheless,!though!the!risk!of!transmission!of!a!fastidious!organism!like!H.+
pylori! in!water! can! be! debatable,! it! is! clear! that! the! risk! of! infection! by!H.+
pylori! is!linked!to!socioeconomic!status!and!is!particularly!prevalent!in!areas!
of! overcrowding! and! poor! sanitation! 15.! Other! socioeconomic! factors!





66! isolates! with! complete! genome! sequence! to! date! (as! of! 2014'10'01),!
approximately!one!third!also!carry!plasmids.!The!vast!majority!of!them!carry!
a! single!plasmid,!but! isolates! carrying!2!plasmids!have!also!been! identified.!
The!average!genome!size!among!these!strains!is!1.62!Mbp!(1.50'1.72),!which!




its! environment! and! integrate! it! into! its! own! DNA.! It! shows! extensive!
genomic!variation!and!has!the!highest!mutation!and!recombination!rates!of!
pathogenic! bacteria! 16.! The! main! mechanism! of! variation! is! natural!
transformation! and! subsequent! homologous! recombination! between! co'
infecting!lineages!within!the!same!stomach!17,!the!recombination!rate!being!
substantially!higher! than! the!mutation! rate! 18! 12,!19.! Like!other!bacteria!with!
small! genomes,! H.+ pylori+ also! has! a! high! frequency! of! single'nucleotide!
repeats! that! are! prone! to! slipped! strand!mispairing.! This! commonly! affects!
gene! regulatory! regions,! and! thereby! provides! opportunities! for!
transcriptional! variation! without! a! large! repertoire! of! protein! transcription!
factors! 20.! Slipped! strand! mispairing! can! also! occur! within! genes,! which!
generates!inactive!transcripts!due!to!out!of!frame!alterations!20.!
While! point! mutations! only! affect! single! nucleotides,! homologous!
recombination! changes!a!whole! cluster!of! adjacent!base!pairs,! leading! to! a!
much!larger!effect!on!allelic!diversity.!The!effect!of!the!high!level!of!variation!
in! H.+ pylori,+ is! that! every! individual! harbours! his! or! her! own! H.+ pylori+
population.!Within!this!population,!the!exchange!of!genetic!material!occurs,!
creating!subpopulations!with!different!evolutionary!advantages!19.!However,!
substantial! similarities! between! isolates! from! individuals! of! close!
relationships,! support! the! theory! of! clonal! transmission! within! families! or!
members!of!the!same!communities!12,!21.!Studies!of!sequential! isolates!from!
the! same! individual! and!between!close! relatives! show! that! imports!are!not!
randomly! distributed! over! the! genome,! but! tend! to! appear! as! groups! of!
imports! with! stretches! of! sequence! identity! in! between! 19.! A! comparison!
among! three! isolates! from! the! same! family! showed! that! the! frequency! of!
imports!was! significantly! higher! in! the! group! of! outer!membrane! proteins,!
specifically!of! the!Hop! family,! than!among!other! functional! categories! 21.! In!
another! study! comparing! Asian! isolates,! the! genes! with! the! highest!
recombination! rates! were! both! metabolic! genes! such! as! trpA,! the! gene!
coding!for!tryptophan!synthase!subunit!alpha,!and!L'asparaginase!II!ansB,!as!
well! as! genes! involved! in! recombination! themselves,! such! as! comE3! and!
dprA.!Three!genes!showing!both!unusually!high!diversity!and!recombination!
rates!were!babA,+hopZ!and!futB.!The!first!two!are!outer!membrane!proteins!
involved! in! adhesion,! and+ futB! is! a! fucosyle! transferase! responsible! for!
variation!in!surface!lipopolysaccharides!(LPS).!Among!the!genes!showing!the!
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severe! disease! among! individuals! in! the! same! region,! which! was!
demonstrated! in!a!comparison!of!Colombians!with! isolates!of!either!African!
or! European! ancestry.! There,! individuals! with! European! strains! had! more!














into! the! glutamate! racemase! gene! and! is!made! up! of! 27'31! genes,! with! a!
total! size! of! approximately! 37! kb! 29.! These! genes! encode! structural!
components!of!a!type!four!secretion!system!(T4SS)!and!an!effector!protein,!
the! cytotoxicity! associated! virulence! factor! CagA.! The! T4SS! pilus! is! used! to!
inject! CagA! into! the! host! cells,! where! it! interferes! with! a! series! of! host!
proteins! and! signalling! pathways.! The! presence! of! this! pathogenicity! island!
varies!between!geographical!regions,!where!almost!all!East!Asian!isolates!but!
only!approximately!60'70%!of!Western!isolates!are!cagPAI!positive!30.!!
The! actions! of! CagA! can! be! divided! to! those! that! are! dependent! of! its!
phosphorylation! inside! the! host! cell,! and! those! that! are! phosphorylation'
independent.!The!crucial!region!for!the!phosphorylation!of!CagA!is!a!number!
of! EPIYA! (glutamic! acid'proline'isoleucine'tyrosine'alanine)!motifs! in! the! C'
terminal!region.!The!tyrosines!of!these!motifs!can!be!phosphorylated!by!host!
Src'family! kinases,! and! show! a! variability! that! has! been! linked! to! strain!
virulence!and!geographical!origin! 29.!On! the!basis!of! sequences! flanking! the!
EPIYA!motifs,!4!different!segments,! termed!EPIYA!A,!B,!C!and!D,!have!been!
described! (table!2).!Most!CagA!positive! strains!have! the!A!and!B!segments,!
while! EPIYA! C! is! characteristic! of! strains! of! European! origin! and! is! thus!
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been! shown! to! be! virtually! nontoxic! 38,! while! strains! with! the! s1/m1/i1!
genotype!have!been!shown!to!be!associated!with!a!higher!risk!of!advanced!
disease! and! are! found! in! regions!with! higher! gastric! cancer! risk.! However,!
this!genotype!commonly! coincides!with!cagA!positivity,!making! the! relative!
contribution!of!the!two!virulence!factors!in!these!strains!hard!to!evaluate!31.!
VacA! can! be! transferred! to! host! epithelial! cells! either! by! secretion! or! by!
contact'dependent! transfer! and! is! cleaved! during! its! transport! through! the!
bacterial!outer!membrane!38.!The!precise!mechanism!of!VacA!secretion!and!
entry!to!the!host!cell! is!still!controversial!but!both!epithelial!derived!growth!
factor! receptor! (EGFR),! the! receptor! tyrosine! phosphatase! alpha! and! beta!
(RPTPa/RPTBb),!and!sphingomyelin! in! lipid! rafts!have!been!shown! to!act!as!
interaction!partners!39!
!
Figure- 4.- The! vacA! gene! including! localisation! of! the! cleavage! sites! and! variable!
regions.!Used!with!permission!from!John!Atherton.-
!
Apart! from! its! capacity! to! induce! vacuolisation! by! forming! pores! in!
endosomes,! VacA! can! also! induce! apoptosis! in! epithelial! cells! and!
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lymphocytes! by! interfering! with! membrane! trafficking,! leading! to! loss! of!











virulence! factor! with! several! functions.! It! can! pass! through! the! epithelial!
layer! into! the! lamina! propria! to! attract! leukocytes,! and! can! cause! the!
recruitment!of!leukocytes!to!the!site!of!infection!by!inducing!reactive!oxygen!
species! (ROS)! release! from! neutrophils,! triggering! the! production! of!
chemokines!42.!More!about!HP'NAP!is!described!below!in!the!section!about!
the!immune!response!to!H.+pylori+infection.!!




a! tumour! suppressor! commonly! lost! in! several! cancer! settings,! that! is!
involved! in! cell'cell! adhesion! 43.! The! extent! to! which! the! cleavage! of! E'
cadherin!affects!E'cadherin!signalling!and!function!is!not!yet!known,!but!this!
cleavage! has! also! been! shown! to! allow! for! bacterial! entry! into! the!
intercellular!space!by!disrupting!the!adherence!junctions!44.!!
Gamma'glutamyl! transpeptidase! (GGT)! is! a! virulence! factor! that!has!gained!
increased! attention! in! recent! years.! GGT! is! an! enzyme! that! converts!
glutamine!into!glutamate!and!ammonia,!and!glutathione!into!glutamate!and!
cysteinylglycine.! This!has!been! shown! to! lead! to!glutamine!and!glutathione!
consumption!in!the!host!cells,!which!interferes!with!the!oxidative!capacity!of!
the! cell,! resulting! in! the! production! of! ammonia! and! ROS.! These! products!
affect!many! central! cell! functions,! inducing! cell'cycle! arrest,! apoptosis,! and!








induction!and!persistence!of! the! immune!response.!While!a!majority!of! the!








80! genes! that! encode! outer! membrane! proteins! (OMPs),! several! of! which!
have! shown! characteristics! of! adhesins! 48,!49.! The!outer!membrane!proteins!
are! hot! spots! for! recombination! and! frequently! contain! single'nucleotide!
repeats,! making! them! prone! to! high! variability! due! to! slipped! strand!
mispairing,! as! discussed! above.! Together,! these! factors! highlight! the!
importance!of!extensive!heterogeneity!and!redundancy!in!this!system,!which!
allows! the!organism!to!not!be!dependent!on!any!single!adhesion! factor! for!
colonisation.!These!mechanisms!provide!the!capacity!for!on/off!switching!in!
adhesion!repertoire!and!allow!for!a!large!stochastic!variation!in!expression!of!






SabA.! These! two! proteins! lack! homologues! in! other! bacterial! species! and!
bind!to!glycosylated!structures!of!mucins!and!on!the!epithelial!cell!surface.!
BabA!mediates!the!binding!of!H.+pylori!to!fucosylated!structures!including!the!
blood! group! O! antigen! Lewis! B! (Leb)! and! the! related! H1! antigen.! These!
antigens! can! be! found! on! blood! cells! and! on! gastric! epithelial! cells! and!
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mucins! 51.! The! binding! characteristics! of! BabA! have! been! shown! to! vary!
between! different! isolates,!where! some! isolates! have! a! specific! preference!
for!blood!group!O!antigens,!so!called!“specialist”!strains,!while!other!isolates!
equally! well! binds! to! fucosylated! blood! group! A! antigens,! termed!
“generalists”! 52.! These! groups! are! unevenly! distributed! geographically;! the!
specialist! strains! are! found! predominantly! in! South! American! countries,!
where!blood!group!O!has!dominated!historically!in!the!local!population.!This!
suggests!that!there!has!been!a!specific!evolutionary!pressure!on!isolates!from!
this! region! to! optimise! for! binding! to! O! antigens! and! that! there! are! no!
evolutionary! disadvantage! associated! with! a! narrowed! specificity! in! this!
region,! which! have! most! likely! been! the! case! in! regions! where! the! blood!
groups!are!more!evenly!distributed!52.!
Expression! of! the! babA+ gene! is! regulated! by! phase! variation! and!
recombination!with!the!highly!homologous!genes+babB!and!babC.!The!babA!
gene! and! regulatory! regions! are! very! variable! and! different! strains! show!
different! levels! of! babA! RNA! expression.! In! addition,! isolates! expressing!




SabA! binds! to! sialylated! structures! such! as! the! sialyl'Lewis! X/A! (s'Lex/a)!
antigens! also! found! on! mucins! and! epithelial! cells! 54,! 55.! However,! these!




upon! inflammation,! which! leads! to! phagocytosis! of! the! bacterium! through!





through! slipped! strand! mispairing! through! length! variation! in! the! poly'T!
repeat! tract! that! lies! upstream!of! the!promoter! element!of! sabA+ 50,!58.+This!
variation! leads! to! changes! in! the! DNA! structure,! that! affect! the! binding! of!
RNA! polymerase! to! the+ sabA! promoter,! thereby! affecting! the! efficiency! of!
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transcription!initiation!58.!Additionally,!the!gene!contains!cysteine'thymidine!
(CT)! repeats! in! the! 5’! part! of! the! coding! sequence,! causing! on/off! phase!
variation!similar!to!that!seen!in!HopZ!(described!below).!It!is!also,!similarly!to!
BabA,! subject! to! gene! conversion! through! recombination! with! the!
homologous!gene!sabB!59.!These!dynamic!adaptations!may!allow!H.+pylori!to!
specialise! for! individual! host! variation! in! mucosal! glycoprotein! sialylation!
during!persistent!infection.!
Recently,! the!crystal!structure!of! the!extracellular!parts!of! the!SabA!protein!








In!addition! to! the! two!major!adherence!proteins,! a!number!of!other!OMPs!
have!been!shown!to!function!as!adhesins,! including!AlpA,!AlpB,!HopZ,!OipA,!
SabB,!BabB,!and!HopQ,!all!of!which!belong!to!the!major!Hop+family!of!OMPs.!
The! adherence'associated! lipoproteins! AlpA! (HopC)! and! AlpB! (HopB)! are!




virtually! all! clinical! isolates! 39.! The! ligand! of! AlpA! and! AlpB! has! not! been!




IL'8!secretion!and!activate!β'catenin,! in!parallel! to!cagPAI! 61.!OipA! is!phase'
variable! and! can! be! switched! “on”! and! “off”! by! slipped! strand! mispairing!
during!chromosomal!replication!62.!OipA!expression!status!is!associated!with!
the!presence!of!cagPAI!and!VacA!s1m1!alleles!in!western!isolates,!and!it!has!
therefore!been!difficult! to! assess! the! separate! influence!of!OipA!on! clinical!
manifestations! 62.! Like! AlpA/AlpB,! the! host! surface! receptor/interaction!
partner! of! OipA! has! not! yet! been! identified.! However,! OipA! has! been!
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suggested!to!induce!phosphorylation!of!focal!adhesion!kinase!(FAK),! leading!
to!downstream!activation!of!MAPK/Erk! signalling! and! to!be! involved! in! the!
EGFR!–!PI3K!–!PDK1!–!Akt!signalling!cascade!activation!in!host!cells!39.!
Other! Hop! proteins! that! have! been! implicated! in! adhesion! are! HopZ! and!
HopQ.!HopZ!has!been!shown!to!be!involved!in!the!early!phase!of!colonisation!
and!is!regulated!by!phase!variation!of!CT!repeats!in!the!region!encoding!for!
the! signal! sequence.! HopZ! ON! status! have! been! shown! to! be! strongly!
selected! for! during! early! infection6,! and! a! majority! of! individuals!
experimentally! infected! with! a! HopZ! OFF! strain! showed! a! switch! in! HopZ!
status! 6! and! 10! weeks! post'infection.! Similar! findings! were! for! natural!
familial! transmission! 63.! In! contrast,! HopZ! status! was! very! stable! during!
chronic! infection! 63.! HopQ!has! also! been! implicated! in! binding! to! epithelial!
cells,! but! the! binding! partner! has! still! not! been! identified.! However,! in! a!
recent! screening! for! proteins! influencing! the! T4SS'dependent! induction! of!
NF'κB!activation,!HopQ!was!identified!to!be!an!important!accessory!factor!to!







Due! to! its! high! acidity,! the! stomach! was! long! thought! to! be! a! sterile!
environment,! although! the! first! observations! of! spiral! shaped! bacteria!was!
described!over!a!century!ago!65.!It!was!not!until!in!1983,!when!Barry!Marshall!
and! Robin!Warren! demonstrated! the! link! between!Helicobacter+ pylori! and!
gastric! inflammation! and! ulcers,! that! this! bacterium! was! recognised! as! an!
actual! inhabitant! of! the! stomach! and! not! just! a! contaminant! or! transient!
infection!66.!However,!this!observation!only!slightly!altered!the!dogma!and!it!
was! subsequently! believed! that! nothing! but! H.+ pylori! could! survive! in! the!
stomach.!
Nonetheless,! even! early! culturing! studies! indicated! the! presence! of! other!
bacteria! in! the! stomach,! especially! in! states! of! reduced! acid! secretion,!
whether! induced! by! drugs,! premalignant! conditions! such! as! atrophy,! or!
gastric! cancer! 67.! Despite! this,! it! was! not! until! the! last! decades,! with! the!




and! host'bacterial! interaction! stated! that! “H.+ pylori! is! the! only! known!
organism! capable! of! colonising! the! harsh! environment! of! the! human!
stomach”!46.!
During! this! last! decade,! interest! in! the! gastrointestinal! microbiota! have!
increased! greatly,! and! commensal!microbes! have! been! shown! to! influence!
host!metabolism! and! the! development! of! immune! system.! The!microbiota!
can!also!alter!cancer!risk!by!inducing!oxidative!and!nitrosative!stress!and!DNA!
damage,! increasing! cell! proliferation! and! by! producing! mutagenic!
metabolites! 68.!Several! studies!have! investigated!the!microbiota!of!stomach!
tissue! and! gastric! juice! of! humans! and! different! animals! models.! This! has!
been!done!using!both!culture'dependent!methods!and!culture'independent!
PCR'! and! sequencing'based! techniques! 69.! These! studies! have! revealed! a!
previously!unappreciated!amount!of!microbes,!with!colonisation!densities!of!
around! 101'103! colony! forming! units! (cfu)/g;! however,! this! is! quite!modest!
compared!to! the!heavily!colonised!colon,!which!harbours!1012'1014!cfu/g! 70.!
The! most! prominent! phyla! detected! are! Firmicutes,! Actinobacteria,!
Bacteroidetes,!and!Proteobacteria!71,!72.!In!H.+pylori'colonised!individuals!over!
90%!of!the!sequence!reads!consists!of!H.+pylori,+leading!to!a!lower!microbial!
diversity! 68.!However,! variability!between! individuals!has!been!shown! to!be!
extensive,! complicating! the! comparison! between! H.+ pyloriWinfected! and!
uninfected,! as! well! as! among! different! disease! groups! such! as! atrophy,!
metaplasia,! and! cancer! patients! 73.! Nevertheless,! some! biologically! and!
clinically! interesting! differences! have! been! found.! Two! recent! studies! have!
investigated! the! differences! in! microbiota! composition! among! individuals!
with!chronic!gastritis,!intestinal!metaplasia!(IM)!and!gastric!cancer!(GC).!The!
first!study!used!PhyloChip!microarrays! to!analyse!a! total!of!15!patients!and!
identified! a! gradual! change! of! the! microbiota! from! gastritis! to! IM! to! GC;!
bacterial! diversity! was! significantly! higher! in! gastritis! than! in! GC,! with! IM!
patients! showing! intermediate! diversity.! They! also! found! the! genus!
Pseudomonas! to! be! significantly! more! abundant! in! GC! than! in! gastritis!
patients!74.!!
The!other!study!included!31!patients!of!the!same!groups!but!used!16S!rRNA!
amplification! followed! by! 454! pyrosequencing.! This! study! also! identified!




group! compared! to! the! chronic! gastritis! and! IM! groups,! while! finding!
significant!increases!in!the!relative!abundance!of!Streptococcaceae! family!in!
the!GC!group!75.!
Due! to! several! efforts! in! investigating! the! stomach! microbiota! it! is! now!
evident! that! the! interindividual! variations! are! large.! Since! different!
methodologies! provide! information! at! different! levels,! the! results! also! are!
hard!to!compare.!It!is!hoped!that!the!decreasing!cost!of!sequencing!will!allow!
the!inclusion!of!larger!sample!sizes,!which!would!give!much!needed!power!in!




It! has! been! estimated! that! approximately! half! of! the!world’s! population! is!
chronically! infected!with!H.+ pylori.! For! the! absolute!majority! of! individuals,!
the! infection! remains!asymptomatic! for! the!entire! lifespan,!where!H.+pylori!







epithelial! cells! and! immune! cells! such! as! macrophages! and! dendritic! cells.!
These!cells!either!reside!in!the!tissue,!or!are!recruited!to!the!site!of!infection.!









interactions! between! virulence! proteins! and! the! host! cells,! and! by! general!
pathogen'associated! molecular! pattern! (PAMP)! recognition.! The! latter!
mechanism! plays! an! essential! role! in! the! activation! of! the! innate! immune!
system;! key! pattern! recognition! receptors! (PRR)! for! bacterial! infections! are!
the!Toll'like!receptors!(TLR)!and!intracellular!NOD'like!receptors!(NLR).!TLRs!
have! been! identified! on! gastrointestinal! epithelial! cells;! however,! under!




TLR5,! which! binds! flagellin.! The! intracellular! TLR9! also! plays! a! role! in! the!
recognition! of! H.+ pylori! by! sensing! bacterial! DNA! after! phagocytosis! 77.!
However,!TLR9'signalling!in!response!to!H.+pylori!seems!to!have!an!immune!
suppressive! role! 78.! Along! the! same! lines,!H.+ pylori! LPS! is! relatively! anergic!
due!to!its!lipid!component!and!does!not!activate!TLR4!to!the!same!extent!as!





polymorphonuclear! cells! (PMN),! or! neutrophils! into! the! gastric! mucosa!
(figure!5B).!These!are!recruited!by!host!effector!cytokines!such!as!CXCL8!(IL'
8)!and!specifically!by!the!bacterially!secreted!virulence!factor!HP'NAP,!which!
was! described! previously.! HP'NAP! also! facilitates! neutrophil! adhesion! to!
endothelial! cells! 33.! Although! H.+ pylori! actively! induces! the! recruitment! of!
neutrophils!and!stimulates!their!production!of!reactive!oxygen!species!(ROS)!
through! HP'NAP,! it! also! evades! the! PMN'dependent! killing! by! several!
mechanisms! that! manipulate! phagocytosis.! These! include! delayed!
phagocytosis! by! T4SS! action! and! the! disruption! of! PKC'ζ! signalling.! The!
glycosylation! of! surface! cholesterol! also! allows! H.+ pylori+ to! evade!
phagocytosis!79.!Lastly,!the!bacterium!can!survive!within!PMN!by! interfering!
with! the! assembly! of! NADPH! oxidase! system,! thereby! impeding! the!
formation!of!ROS!inside!the!phagosomes.!Instead,!the!ROS!are!released!into!




Figure- 5.! Examples!of!normal!and!gastritis! tissues! stained!with!haematoxylin!and!
eosin! (H&E).! A)! Normal! corpus! tissue.! B)! –! Gastritis! with! infiltrating! PMNs! and!
lymphoid!aggregates!(to!the!right!in!the!picture).!
!
Macrophages! and! monocytes! are! essential! in! the! innate! response! to! H.+ pylori'
derived!factors,!and!to!signalling!from!epithelial!cells!that!are!in!direct!contact!with!
the!bacteria.!Together!with!dendritic!cells!(DC),!they!are!important!coordinators!of!




effector! function,! especially! the! production! of! bactericidal! nitric! oxide! (NO).! This!




competing!pathways.! The!VacA!protein!also! interferes!with!macrophage! function!




they! are! the!major! antigen! presenting! cells! (APC)! and! serve! as! the! bridge!
between! the! innate! and! adaptive! immune! systems.!DC! can! disrupt! cell'cell!
junctions!and!sample!antigens!from!the!stomach!lumen,!and!infection!with!H.+
pylori! increases! the! numbers! of! DC! residing! in! the! gastric!mucosa.! Antigen!
sampling! leads! to! activation,! maturation! and!migration! of! DC! towards! the!
draining! lymph!nodes,!where! they! can!present! the!antigen! to!naïve!T'cells.!
DC! also! carry! PRR! sensing! conserved! bacterial! structures! such! as! those!
mentioned!above! induces!the!secretion!of!the!chemokines! IL'8!(CXCL8)!and!
CXCL1! which! recruit! neutrophils! 76.! DC! will! stimulate! T'cells! that! they!
encounter!into!different!differentiation!fates,!depending!on!how!it!has!been!
activated!itself.!For!example,!DC!IL'12!secretion!at!antigen!presentation!will!
skew! the! differentiation! into! a! Th1!phenotype,!while! IL'23! stimulates! Th17!
differentiation.!Several!H.+pylori+antigens!have!been!shown!to!influence!DC!in!
this!respect.!HP'NAP!and!HpaA!have!been!shown!to!increase!IL'12!and!IL'23!
release! from!macrophages! affecting! DC!maturation! and! antigen! presenting!
capacity! respectively,! thereby! promoting! Th1! differentiation! 41.! However,!




shown! to! skew! the! pattern! of! T'cell! differentiation! from! Th1/Th17! fate! to!
Treg,!and!the!depletion!of!the!systemic!DC!population!actually!increases!the!
potency!of!the!immune!response!to!H.+pylori+80.+The!effect!on!DC!maturation!
is! not! dependent! on! the! T4SS! or! CagA! and! stands! in! sharp! contrast! to! the!
pro'inflammatory!DC!response!induced!by,!for!example!E.+coli!LPS!80.!+
CELLS +OF+THE+ADAPTIVE+IMMUNE+SYSTEM+
The! secretion! of! cytokines! and! other! inflammatory! mediators! by! innate!
immune! cells! ultimately! leads! to! an! activation! of! adaptive! immunity,!
including!T'!and!B'cell!subsets.!T'cells!differentiate!into!diverse!subsets!upon!
activation!by!APC,! including! T!helper! 1! (Th1),! T! helper! 2! (Th2),! T! helper! 17!
(Th17),!and!T!regulatory!(Treg)!cells.!The!fate!of!these!cells!depends!on!many!
factors;! ultimately,! however,! co'stimulatory! molecules! and!
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pylori'associated! inflammation,! although! cytotoxic! CD8+! T'cells! also! play! a!
role! 81.!H.+pylori'related+ inflammation!has!been!suggested! to!be!dominated!
by! a! Th1! type! response,! but! Th17! and! Treg! cells! provide! an! important!
contribution!82,!83.!An!efficient!Th1!response!would!be!expected!to!clear!the!
H.+ pylori+ infection,! and! a! clear! correlation! has! been! observed! between! the!
Th1'associated! inflammatory! response,! including! interferon! gamma! (IFN'γ)!
and! IL'2! secretion,! the! concomitant! activation! of! tissue'resident!
macrophages!,!and!a!decrease!in!the!levels!of!colonising!H.+pylori+76.!
Instead,! the! balance! between! more! detrimental! and! tissue'damaging! Th1!
and! Th17! responses! and! the! milder! but! inefficient! Treg! response! that!
sustains! the! chronicity! of! the! infection! seems! to! be! key! in! the! H.+ pylori!
pathogenesis.!This!balance!accounts!for!variation!in!clinical!outcomes!and!the!
creation! of! an! inflammatory! environment! that! promotes! the! initiation! and!
progression!of!cancer!42.!
!
B'cells! are! sometimes! neglected! in! descriptions! of! H.+ pylori! induced!
inflammation! but! also! play! an! important! role.! Most! interest! in! B'cells! in!
connection! to! H.+ pylori! has! been! regarding! the! development! of! MALT!
lymphomas! (see! below),! which! present! with! an! aberrant! expansion! of!
mucosa'associated!lymphoid!tissue,!largely!consisting!of!immature!B'cells!38.!
The!B'cells!are!also!believed!to!play!a!role!in!the!protective!immunity!against!
H.+ pylori! by! secreting! IgA! and! IgG! antibodies,! but! the! contribution! of! this!
mechanism!is!not!fully!understood!33.!However,!at! least! in!mice,!there! is!an!
induction!of!IL'10'producing!regulatory!B'cells!during!early!stages!of!H.+pylori!
infection.!This! further!suggests! that!H.+pylori!may! induce!several! regulatory!





NF'κB.! Upon! release,! NF'κB! enters! the! nucleus,! where! it! acts! as! a! transcription!




mucosa.! Abbreviations;! Interleukins! IL'1! and! IL'6,! IL'8! (CXCL8),! macrophage!
inflammatory! protein! (CCL3),! cyclooxygenase! (COX)! 2,! Prostaglandin! (PG)! E2,!
Granulocyte'macrophage! colony'stimulating! factor! (GM'CSF),! Reactive! oxygen'!
(ROS)!and!nitrogen!(RNS)!species.!
!
chemokines,!and!other!genes! involved! in! inflammation,!growth!and!survival!
of!the!cell!42.!H.+pylori+can!activate!NF'κB!both!the!canonical!and!by!the!non'
canonical! pathway,!which! leads! to! a! different! gene! regulation!pattern.! The!
mode! of! activation! is! dependent! on! the! cell! type;! H.+ pylori! activates! the!
canonical!pathway! in!epithelial! cells,!while! it! can!activate!both!pathways! in!
immune!cells!42.!Contact!between!H.+pylori!and!gastric!epithelial!cells!leads!to!
a!rapid!induction!of!NF'κB.!This!effect!is!increased!in!infections!with!cagPAI'
Epithelial and Inflammatory cells
Transcription Factors
















(LPS, flagella, adhesins, etc)
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The! chronic! inflammation! described! above! induces! extensive! alterations! in!
the!microenvironment!of!the!gastric!mucosa!as!illustrated!in!figure!6.!These!
changes! interfere! with! the! molecular! signals! that! orchestrate! cell! type!
differentiation! from! the! stem! cells! in! the! gastric! glands! and! can! lead! to!
alterations! in! the! tissue! composition.! One! hallmark! of! progressing! gastric!
inflammation!is!the!presence!of!atrophic!gastritis,!which!marks!the!first!step!
of! the! gastric! pre'cancerous! process.! Atrophy! of! the! corpus! mucosa! is!
characterised!by!the!loss!of!the!parietal!cell!population!4.!The!progression!of!
atrophic! gastritis! occurs! as! an! advancing! front! of! the! transitional! zone! that!
borders! to!more! normal! corpus! epithelium.! This! advancing! front! leaves! an!
increasingly! large!area!of!atrophic!mucosa,!and!its!presence!is!associated!to!





the! differentiation! of! the! chief! cells,! which! require! the! presence! of! the!
parietal! cells! to! reach! their! terminally! differentiated! state! 86,! and! results! in!
abnormal! differentiation! of! the! tissue,! termed! metaplasia.! Two! types! of!
metaplasia! is! described! in! the! precancerous! cascade! of! the! stomach;!
antralisation! of! the! tissue! '! so! called! pseudopyloric! or! spasmolytic!
polypeptide!expressing!metaplasia!(SPEM),!and!the!intestinal!metaplasia!(IM)!
(figure!7B).!While!SPEM!always!develops!as!a! result!of! the!parietal! cell! loss!
and! has! a! more! diffuse! pattern,! the! intestinal! metaplasia! also! require! the!
presence!of!inflammation!87!and!develop!in!a!more!spotty,!multifocal!manner!
88.! The! respective! premalignant! role! of! SPEM! and! IM! on! the! cancer!
development!is!under!debate,!the!major!question!being!if!the!dysplastic!and!








Eradication! of! H.+ pylori+ leads! to! a! reduction! in! risk! for! gastric! cancer!
development! 90.!However,!once!atrophy!and!metaplasia!has!developed,! the!








The! vast! majority! (95%)! of! stomach! cancers! are! gastric! adenocarcinomas,!
meaning! that! they! originate! in! the! glandular! epithelium! of! gastric! tissue.!
These!can!be!coarsely!divided!by!their!anatomical!location!into!cardia!gastric!
cancer,!which!affects! the!proximal!part!of! the! stomach! (figure!1),! and!nonW
cardia! gastric! cancer! (NCGC),! which! affects! the! more! distal! parts! of! the!
stomach.! The! most! established! classification! system! for! non'cardia! gastric!
cancer,!the!Lauren!system,!further!divides!these!tumours!into!intestinal!and!
diffuse! types;! these! subtypes! have! different! aetiologies! and! different!
histological!manifestations!91.!!




The! diffuse! type! of! gastric! adenocarcinoma! does! not! display! glandular!
structures! like! the! intestinal! type,! but! has! a! poorly! cohesive,! unorganized!
appearance,! containing! signet'ring! cells! filled!with! intracellular!mucus.! The!
carcinogenesis!of!these!tumours!is!much!less!well'studied!than!the!intestinal!
type,!and!does!not!progress!along!the!Correa!cascade.!Instead,!they!develop!
through! signet! ring! carcinoma! in+ situ,! into! invasive! signet! ring! carcinomas.!
Loss! of! heterozygosity! of! the! E'cadherin! gene+ CDH1! is! a! hallmark! feature,!
occurring!in!30'40%!of!hereditary!cases,!and!as!a!somatic!mutation!in!50'70%!
of! sporadic! cases! 91.! There!are!also!mixed'type! tumours!with!areas!of!both!
appearances.! Among! gastric! adenocarcinomas,! the! intestinal! type! accounts!
for!approximately!50%,!the!diffuse!type!for!33%!and!the!mixed!type!for!17%!
93.!




chronic! antigenic! immunoinflammatory! stimulus,! lymphangiogenesis! and!
MALT!can!be!induced.!MALT!lymphomas!are!indolent!B'cell! lymphomas!and!
most! commonly! develop! in! the! digestive! system! (predominantly! the!
stomach)! and! frequently! have! chromosomal! rearrangements! involving!
38 +BACKGROUND+
immunoglobulin!genes.!H.+pylori+has!been!shown!to!play!an!important!role!in!










registries,! it! contains!estimates!extrapolating! incidences!and!mortality! rates!
from!neighbouring! countries.! The!GLOBOCAN! study!estimates! that! close! to!
one! million,! 952! 000! individuals! were! diagnosed! with! gastric! cancer!
worldwide! in! 2012.! In! the! same! year! 723! 000! individuals! died! of! gastric!
cancer,! making! it! the! third! most! common! cause! of! cancer! death! in! 2012,!
after! lung! cancer!and! liver! cancer.! In! the!2008! report! from! the! same! study!
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world,! regardless! of! socioeconomic! level! and! healthcare! status! (figure! 10),!
making!the!mortality!map!appear!very!similar!to!the!incidence!map!15.!
Even!as!late!as!1975,!gastric!cancer!was!the!most!common!malignancy!in!the!
world! 100.! However,! its! rates! have! been! declining,! especially! in! Western!






The!major! risk! factor! for! non'cardia! gastric! cancer! (NCGC)! development! is!
chronic! infection!with!Helicobacter+pylori! 15.!This!was!recognized!officially! in!
1994!when!H.+pylori!was!acknowledged!as!a!Group!1!carcinogen! for!gastric!
cancer! by! IARC! 101,! and! this! carcinogen! status! was! confirmed! for! NCGC! in!
2009! 102.! Previous! estimates! of! H.+ pylori’s! contribution! to! the! risk! of!
developing!gastric!cancer!have!largely!been!based!on!ELISA!measurements!of!
serum! anti'H.+ pylori! IgG! levels! to! determine! the! presence! and! absence! of!
infection,!and!several!of!studies!have!been!case'control! studies! rather! than!
prospective! studies.! One! complicating! factor! in! this! regard! is! that!most!H.+
pylori+ infections! naturally! are! declining! in! early! stages! of! gastric!
carcinogenesis,! such!as! atrophy!and!metaplasia.! This,! together!with! limited!
sensitivity!of!the!ELISA!method,!seems!to!have!led!to!an!underestimation!of!
the!prevalence!of!H.+pylori! infection!in!patients!who!later!develop!cancer!15.!
The! introduction! of! the! immunoblot! method! together! with! an! increasing!
number!of!prospective!studies!have!clarified!this!association!and!in!a!recent!
meta'analysis! of! such! studies! the! relative! risk! of! H.+ pylori+ on+ developing!
gastric! cancer! is! 17.0! (95%! CI:! 11.6'25.5).! Using! immunoblot! data,! the!
attributable! factor! of! H.+ pylori+ infection! on! non'cardia! gastric! cancer!
development!was! shown! to!be!89.2%;! the!prevalence!of!H.+pylori! infection!
94.6%! in!NCGC! cases! 103.!Not!only! is! the! infection!of!H.+pylori! a! risk! factor,!
several!virulence!factors!have!been!shown!to!be!important!in!modulating!the!
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gastric! cancer! predisposition! loci! include! the! BRCA1/2! genes,! p53+ in! Li'




locus! encoding! for! IL1'B! and! for! its! receptor,! IL1R! have! been! shown! to!
increase!the!risk,!as!do!alterations!in!IL'8,!IL'10,!TNF'a,!IL'17A!and!the!toll'like!





As! mentioned! previously,! most! people! infected! with! H.+ pylori+ are!
asymptomatic! despite! a! chronic,! active! gastritis,! and! one!major! parameter!
affecting!the!clinical!outcome!from!the!infection!is!the!extent!and!location!of!
the! infection.! Simply! put,! three! gastric! phenotypes! can! be! identified,! each!
related!to!different!clinical!manifestations!46.!The! first!and!most!common! is!
the! simple+ gastritis+ phenotype,! with! a! mild,! mixed! gastritis! that! does! not!
significantly!affect!acid!secretion.!This!occurs!in!the!vast!majority!of!cases!and!




moles/h! of! gastric! acid,! and! this! in! turn! require! a! normal! or! near! normal!
gastric! corpus,! spared! from! inflammation! 110.! This! phenotype! is! instead!
associated! with! high! antrum! inflammatory! scores,! high! gastrin! production,!
and! very! high! acid! secretion! 46.! This! combination! contributes! to! the!







pits! of! the! corpus! mucosa! where! parietal! cells! secrete! approximately! 160!
mmol/L! HCl! (pH! <! 1)! for! transport! to! the! stomach! lumen.! Initially,! in! a!






secretion! despite! high! gastrin! levels,! and! low! pepsinogen! I,! which! leads! to!
low! pepsinogen! I/II! ratio! 46.! This! corpus'involving! pan'gastritis! is! strongly!
associated! with! gastric! cancer! development,! the! incidence! increasing! with!
the!extent!and!severity!of!inflammation!112.!Contrary,!incidence!of!duodenal!
ulcer! is! associated!with! a! functional! corpus! and! antrum'predominant! acid'
inducing! gastritis.! This! polarity! of! disease! phenotypes! has! led! to! the!
conception! that! the! presence! of! duodenal! ulcer! is!mutually! exclusive! from!
gastric! cancer! development.! This! is! however! not! true,! since! antrum'
predominant!gastritis!is!an!initial!manifestation!of!the!infection,!and!can!shift!
into!pan'gastritis!and!atrophic!gastritis!along! the!other!axis!of!disease.!This!
means! that! gastric! ulcers,! and! –cancer,! can! evolve! in! individuals! with!
duodenal!ulcers!but!not!the!opposite!way.!However,!the!window!where!the!









women,! in! a! population! of! approximately! 6! millions.! The! mortality! was!
estimated!to!253! for!men!and!174!deaths! for!women,!meaning! that!gastric!





In! this! report,! the!national! incidence! rate! for! the!cancers!was!estimated!by!
modelling,!using!actual!recorded!cancer!registry!data!from!Cuba,!Costa!Rica!
and! Puerto! Rico,! and! the! estimated! national! mortality! for! 2012! (source!
WHO).!This!was! in! turn!estimated! from!national!mortality! rates! from!2001'
2010! that!were! applied! to! the! 2012!population! 95.! Costa! Rica! on! the! other!
hand,!being!a!neighbouring!country!with!a!functional!mortality!registry,!was!
shown!to!have!one!of! the!world’s!highest! incidence! rates!of!gastric! cancer,!
excluding!Japan!and!Korea,!where!the!detection!rate!is!higher!due!to!national!
screening! initiatives.! In!Costa!Rica!the!age'standardized! incidence!rate!from!
2000'2004!was!32.1!per!100!000!in!males!and!16.4!per!100!000!in!females,!
which!is!exceeded!only!by!Belarus!and!Russia!15.!
In! a! recent!multi'centre! study,!Porras! and! collaborators! investigated! the!H.+
pylori+ prevalence! in! six! Latin! American! countries! and! found! an! average!
prevalence!of!79.4!%!113.!The!study!site!in!Nicaragua!was!Leon,!the!4th!largest!
city! in! Nicaragua,! where! 240! individuals! were! tested! from! a! census! of!
households.!A!prevalence!of!83.3!%!(78.1!'!88.4%)!was!found,!with!the!higher!
prevalence!rates!in!subjects!over!50!years!of!age,!and!the!lowest!rates!among!
people! between! 20'29! years! old.! Overall,! the! authors! found! significant!
correlations!between!H.+pylori! positivity,! increasing!number!of! siblings,! and!
education!status;!individuals!with!more!than!12!years!of!schooling!were!less!
likely! to! be! infected.! The! same! was! true! for! occupational! status,! where!
participants! employed! outside! of! the! home!were! less! likely! to! be!H.+ pylori!
infected.! Infection! was! not,! however,! associated! with! BMI,! smoking! or!
alcohol! use,! the! use! of! antibiotics! the! latest! year,! or! chronic! dyspeptic!
symptoms!113.!
It! is! not! entirely! known! why! the! risk! of! gastric! cancer! development! is!
especially! high! in! South! and! Central! America.! However,! a! recent! meta'
analysis! evaluated! a! total! of! 45! studies! on! risk! factors! for! gastric! cancer! in!




risk! for! gastric! cancer! reported! in! at! least! five! of! these! studies.!Moderate!
increases!in!gastric!cancer!risk!were!observed!for!smoking,!alcohol!use,!high!
consumption! of! red! meat! or! processed! meat,! excessive! salt! intake! and!





factors!weaker! 114.! Indigenous! indian! ancestry! has! been! proposed! as! a! risk!
factor!for!gastric!cancer.!However,!in!a!recent!analysis!in!Lima,!Peru,!a!town!
with!mixed!mestizo!and!Amerindian!population,!this!effect!was!shown!to!be!
primarily! associated!with! socioeconomic! and!nutritional! factors! rather! than!
ancestry,! as! determined! by! genotyping! ancestry'informative! SNPs! in! the!
genome.!When!ancestry!was!corrected!for!socioeconomic!parameters,!such!
as! educational! status,! home!building!materials! and! sanitary! conditions,! the!








The! aim! of! this! thesis!was! to! characterize! the! interplay! between! a! cancer'








• What! are! the! detailed! genomic! and! in+ vivo! transcriptional!
characteristics!of!Helicobacter+pylori+at!the!different!disease!stages?!
!








This! section! aims! to! be! an! overview! of! the! methods! and! patient! material!
used!in!this!thesis!project.!Rather!than!focusing!on!details,!the!purpose!is!to!
try! to! delineate! the! different! choices! of! methods! and! the! considerations!
behind! these! choices.! Since! the! thesis! work! has! focused! on! method!
development!and!implementation!of!next!generation!sequencing!techniques,!
these!methods!will! be! the! focus! also!of! this! section! and! I!will! not!mention!
more!commonly!used!molecular!and!cellular!methods!such!as!RT'qPCR!and!
immunohistochemistry.!
Since! gastric! cancer! development! is! a! multifactorial! process! that! involves!
host,! bacterial,! and! environmental! factors,! we! chose! to! study! the! patient!











The! WGS! analysis! would! let! us! do! functional! genomics! comparisons! and!
phylogenetic! analysis! of! clinical! isolates,! but! also! provide! reference!
sequences! for! the!H.+ pylori! part! of! the! RNA'seq! analysis.! To! use! RNA'seq!
rather!than!microarray!analysis!allows!for!the!analysis!of!total!RNA!and!is!not!
constrained!to!a!pre'defined!probe!set!of!genes.!This!allows!for!the!analysis!
not! only! of! the! abundances! of! known! transcripts! but! also! uncharacterized!
transcripts! and! novel! isoforms,! as! well! as! nucleotide! variation! in! the! gene!
48 +MATERIAL+AND+METHODS+
sequences.! The!major! advantage! of! using! RNA'seq! in! the! setting! of! gastric!
cancer! development! is,! however,! that! we! can! map! the! reads! from! the!
sequencing! not! only! to! the! human! genome! but! also! to! bacterial! reference!
sequences.! Combined!with! the!whole'genome! sequencing!we! could! in! this!
case! even! map! the! H.+ pylori+ transcripts! to! the! reference! genomes! of! the!






part! of! the! project,! cultured! H.+ pylori+ strains! from! one! subject! of! the!
Nicaraguan!cohort!and!one!known!reference!strain!were!subjected!to!a!novel!
method!for!surface!proteome!analysis!that!traps!live!bacteria!and!allows!for!







which! constitutes! the!main! thesis! project,!we! used! a! cohort! of!Nicaraguan!





The! patient! cohort! used! for! paper! I! was! a! subset! of! dyspepsia! patients!
participating! in! a! study! called! 400Wstudien,! which! included! in! total! 120!
patients,! enrolled! between! 2007! and! 2009.! These! patients! underwent!
gastroscopy!due!to!dyspepsia,!malabsorption!or!anemia,!and!biopsy!samples!
from! both! antrum! and! corpus! mucosa! were! sampled! for! histopathology!
assessment,!H.+pylori!culture,!RNA!analysis!and!protein!analysis.!The!patients!
were! then! grouped! into! different! analysis! groups! depending! on! the!









The! patient! material! used! for! the! manuscripts! II'V! was! collected! within! a!
large!translational!collaboration!aclled!”Immunological!biomarkers!for!gastric!
cancer”,!involving!researchers!from!Canada,!Sweden,!Nicaragua,!Italy!and!the!





(GHERCG).! The! subjects! were! recruited! among! individuals! that! had! been!
recommended! to! undergo! endoscopic! examination! due! to! dyspeptic!
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as! the! 454! pyrosequencing,! the! IonTorrent! semiconductor! sequencing,! the!
Pacific! Biosciences! single! molecule! real! time! sequencing,! and! the!
Illumina/Solexa!sequencing'by'synthesis!117.!
In! this! PhD! project! I! have! utilised! the! Illumina! sequencing! platform! that!
combines! single! molecule! amplification! with! reversible! terminator'based!
sequencing! 117.! In! brief,! the! technology! is! based! on! shearing! of! the! input!
RNA/DNA,!ligation!of!the!fragments!at!both!ends!with!short!specific!adapter!
sequences,!and!attachment!of! the! fragments!by!primers!complementary! to!
the!adapters,!bound!to!a!glass!surface.!Since!the!adapters!are!ligated!to!both!
ends!the!fragments!will!form!bridges,!which!are!amplified!from!the!primers,!
creating! clusters! of! identical! sequences! on! the! flow! cell! glass! surface.! The!
actual!sequencing!reaction!is!then!taking!place!by!adding!all!four!dNTPs!that!
are! each! carrying! a! base'specific! fluorescent! dye.! Cycle! by! cycle! the! single!
strand!bridges!in!the!clusters!will!be!sequenced!by!the!incorporation!of!one!
base! at! a! time! followed! by! the! excitation! of! the! terminal! base! probe!with!
fluorescent! light.! Since! the! clustering! process! has! multiplied! each! original!
fragment!on!a!very!limited!area,!all!of!these!copies!will!emit!the!same!signal!
each! cycle,! which! gives! enhanced! signal! intensity! and! better! detection.! To!
assure!the!incorporation!of!only!one!nucleotide!per!cycle,!each!nucleotide!is!
blocked! at! their! 3’! hydroxyl! group! and! after! washing! away! all! unbound!
nucleotide!this!group!is!removed!in!the!end!of!the!cycle,!allowing!for!a!new!
cycle! of! single! incorporation,! hence! the! term! “reversible! terminator'based!
sequencing”.!In!this!project!we!have!used!two!different!Illumina!instruments,!
the! HiScanSQ,! for! the! RNA! sequencing! (paper! IV! and! V)! and! the! pilot!
Helicobacter+ pylori! whole'genome! sequencing! (paper! II),! and! the! MiSeq!





the! strains! colonising! the! individuals! of! the! Nicaraguan! patient! cohort! we!
decided! to!perform!H.+pylori+whole!genome!sequencing! (WGS).!We! started!
with!a!pilot!experiment!sequencing!one! isolate!each!from!the!antrum!of!12!
patients! that!were! not! selected! due! to! symptoms! but!merely!were! among!
the! first! isolates! that! were! sent! to! us! by! Professor! Graham’s! group! in!
Houston.! The! isolates!were! cultured! on! plates,! genomic! DNA!was! isolated,!
and! sample! preparation! was! performed! as! described! in! paper! II.! All!
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sequencing! was! performed! using! paired'end! sequencing! meaning! that! the!
fragments! are! sequenced! from! both! ends.! By! keeping! track! of! which! two!
reads! that! originate! from! the! same! fragment,! the! performance! of!








metaplasia! patients! and! one! of! the! atrophy! patients! we! were! not! able! to!
culture!any!H.+pylori!isolates,!from!one!of!the!patients!we!could!only!retrieve!
an!isolate!from!the!antrum,!and!from!two!of!the!patients!we!sequenced!two!




In! 2006! the! first! paper! based! on! RNA'seq! was! published,! using! the! 454!
platform.! Since! then! the! field! has! been! constantly! expanding! and! RNA'seq!
has!now!taken!over!the!role!of!being!the!first!choice!of!methodology!to!study!
the!transcriptome!after!almost!two!decades!of!dominance!by!the!microarray!
technology.! Quite! soon! the! Illumina! sequencing! platform! started! to! be!
preferred! with! its! higher! throughput! albeit! shorter! reads! and! since! its!
introduction!in!2007!this!platform!has!increased!both!its!throughput!and!its!
read! lengths,! from! the! initial! 25'40! bp! to! today’s! 150'300! bp.! The! longer!
reads!not!only!increase!the!specificity!of!read!alignment,!they!also!allow!for!
better! identification! of! spliced! transcripts,! as! well! as! increasing! the!
possibilities! for! de+ novo+ assembly! of! transcriptomes! in! the! absence! of! a!
reference!genome!118.!
The! reason! for! us! to! use! RNA! sequencing,! as! opposed! to! the! traditional!
microarray!methodology!as!we!used!in!paper!I,!was!that!this!method!would!
let! us! assay! the! complete! gene! expression! in! the! tissue! instead! of! pre'
ordaining!our!targets!by!selecting!the!gene'specific!probes!for!our!array.!As!
described! above,! this!makes! RNA'seq! a! promising! technology! to! utilise! for!
the!investigation!of!multi'species!transcriptomes!within!the!same!sample,!in!
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reads.! Since! the! H.+ pylori! genome! is! renowned! for! being! very! variable,!
especially!due!to!recombination!events!120,!we!were!concerned!that!aligning!
the! reads! to! any! of! the! already! existing! genomes! would! introduce! untrue!
constraints!when! it! came!to!genome!arrangement!and!synteny!of! the!draft!
genomes.!Therefore!we!decided!to!pursue!to!assemble!the!genomes!de+novo.+
De+ novo! assembly!means! that! one! reconstructs! the! original! DNA! sequence!
from! the! fragment! reads! alone.! Shortly,! the! algorithms! first! identify!




that! the! path! only! visits! each! node! once.! The! results,! called! “contigs”! are!
contiguous! stretches!of!assembled! sequences! that! should!be!unambiguous.!
This! problem! is! not! at! all! conceptually! or! computationally! trivial! and! there!
are! several! factors! complicating! the! process! such! as! sequence! bias,! i.e.!





in! the! puzzle,! and! to! sequencing! errors.! Several! studies! have! attempted! to!




arisen! for! example! by! PCR! or! sequencing! errors! can! be! identified! so! that!









In! the! effort! to! chose! an! assembler! we! tried! several! alternatives,! namely!
Velvet,! ABYSS,! Ray! and! SPAdes.! In! the! end! the! decision! stood! between!
VelvetOptimiser! 124! and! SPAdes! 123! since! both! these! software! allow! the!
iteration! over! several! kmer! lengths! within! an! interval,! searching! for! the!
optimal!kmer! length!for!the! input!data,!most! importantly!depending!on!the!
read!length!and!coverage!123.!
To! evaluate! the! draft! genomes!we!mapped! the! input! reads! back! onto! the!
draft!genomes!using!the!burrows!wheeler!alignment!(bwa)!tool!125,!and!used!
the!ALE!software!126!to!calculate!an!assembly!score!based!on!this!alignment!
together! with! the! draft! genome! contigs.! Generally,! SPAdes! gave! slightly!
higher'scoring! assemblies! for! the! MiSeq! data! of! 250! bp! reads;! however,!
VelvetOptimiser!showed!a!more!marked!advantage!on!the!HiScan!data!with!








Another! issue! was! how! to! choose! approach! when! it! came! to! genome!
annotation,! i.e.! how! to! find! the! coding! parts! of! the! genome! and! to! name!
these!by!their!biologically!sensible!name.!H.+pylori+ is!a!species!with!an!open!
pan'genome,! in!which!each! individual! isolate!contains!a!distinct!set!of!non'
core,!and!strain'specific!genes.!While!the!average!genome!content!is!around!
1500!genes,!only!around!900!of!these!can!be!found!in!all!sequenced!strains!
when! grouping! genes! in! orthologous! based! on! 80%! similarity! (data! not!
shown).!Therefore,! it! is!not!optimal! to!use!a!single!genome!as!template! for!
annotation,! at! the! same! time! as! one! would! like! to! get! the! annotation! as!
harmonized! as! possible! to! facilitate! comparative! genomics.! By! using! the!
Prokka!genome!annotation!pipeline!developed!by!Torsten!Seemann,!we!were!
able! to! succeed! with! this.! This! software! uses! the! Prodigal! gene! finding!





RefSeq! for! a! specified! genus,! and! finally! Pfam! and! TIGRFAMs,! otherwise! it!
labels! the! ORF! as! ‘hypothetical! protein’.! As! primary! annotation! source! in!
Prokka,!we!used!the!26695!genome!with!the!most!recent!re'annotation!128,!
and! with! manually! curated! outer! membrane! protein! (OMP)! annotation!
according! to! Alm! et! al.! 48.! As! e'value! cut'off! for! blastp! we! used! 10'9.! This!
approach!allowed!us!to!get!a!standardized!gene!name!for!most!ORFs,!which!




The! sample!preparation! for!RNA'seq,!as!described! in! figure!M4,! starts!with!
RNA!extraction!from!the!sample,!in!our!case!a!gastric!biopsy.!After!ensuring!
that! the! RNA! has! sufficient! quality,! i.e.! is! not! too! degraded,! the! RNA! is!
sheared,! preferably! using! an! unbiased! fragmentation! method! such! as!
sonication.!The!fragments!are!reverse!transcribed! into!complementary!DNA!
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(cDNA)! and! adapters! are! ligated! to! the! ends! to! enable! binding! of! the!
fragments!to!the!sequencing!flow!cell.!
Prior!to!clustering!on!the!flow!cell!the!cDNA!is!amplified!using!PCR!to!create!
the! amounts! needed! for! clustering! and! the! quality! of! the! cDNA! library! is!
controlled,!whereby!the!sample!is!ready!for!sequencing.!
Starting! this! project! in! 2011,! we! were! among! the! first! to! perform! RNA!
sequencing!at!the!Genomics!Core!Facility!at!Sahlgrenska!Academy,!where!all!
sequencing! has! been! developed! and! performed.! Since! we! on! top! of! that!
wanted! to! have! the! quite! unusual! approach! to! be! able! to! study! both!
prokaryotic! and! eukaryotic! RNA! we! were! even! more! pioneering! in! the!
methods!development!aspect.!
One!of!the!ways!to!optimize!for!informative!output!from!RNA!sequencing!is!
to! remove! the,! in! this! setting,! uninteresting! but! very! abundant! ribosomal!
RNA!(rRNA),!accounting!for!up!to!80%!of!the!human!transcriptome!119.!At!the!
time!the!most!common!approach!for!this!was!to!use!poly'dT!primers! in!the!
cDNA! synthesis,! thereby! selecting! for! the! mRNA.! However,! since! most!
prokaryotic! mRNA! is! not! poly'adenylated! this! approach! would! have!
eliminated!the!bacterial!RNA,!and!we!therefore!had!to!utilise!an!alternative!
method.! To! find! the! most! suitable! solution! we! compared! three! different!
techniques! for! rRNA! depletion! of! human! rRNA;! mRNA'ONLY! (EpiCentre!
Biotechnologies),! MicrobeEnrich! (Ambion),! and! RiboZero! (EpiCentre!
Biotechnologies)!by!testing!them!on!both!a!10:1!mixture!of!Human:ETEC!total!
RNA!and! total! RNA!extracted! from!gastric! biopsies.!After! evaluating! the! kit!
performances! by! RT'qPCR! of! both! human! and! bacterial! rRNA! and! mRNA!
genes! (data! not! shown)! we! decided! to! use! the! RiboZero! method.! This!
magnetic! bead'based! depletion! utilise! oligonucleotides! complementary! to!
the!human!rRNA!molecules!18S!and!28S!connected!to!magnetic!beads,!and!
one! can! pull! out! the! rRNA! from! the! mix! without! losing! the! product! of!
interest.! The! next! consideration! was! how! to! perform! the! reverse!
transcription! of! the! RNA! into! cDNA.! To! avoid! the! for! our! application!
detrimental! bias! introduced! by! polyT'primers! as! described! above,!we! used!







Since! prokaryotic! organisms! to! a! higher! extent! have! overlapping! open!
reading! frames!on!both!strands!of! the!DNA,!we!wanted! to!be!able! to! track!
which!strand!the!RNA!had!been!transcribed!from,!an!information!that!is!lost!
during! the! reverse! transcription! stage! unless! specific! measures! are! taken.!
Therefore!we!decided!to!work!with!a!strand!specific!sample!preparation!kit,!
the!ScriptSeq!v2!RNA'Seq!sample!preparation!kit!(Epicentre!Biotechnologies),!





As! described! in! paper! V,! the! alignment! of! the! RNA'seq! data! to! the! human!
genome! was! performed! using! RNA'STAR,! an! alignment! software! that! uses!
uncompressed!suffix!arrays!and!a!mapping!algorithm!similar!to!those!used!in!
large'scale! genome! alignment! tools.! It! can! both! utilise! splicing! information!
Sample












provided!by!the!user!but!also!executes!de+novo! splice!site! identification! 129.!
The! STAR! aligner! was! also! used! to! map! the! reads! to! the! H.+ pylori! isolate!
genomes! in! paper! IV.! For! each! of! the! 20! individuals!who! had! at! least! one!
available! H.+ pylori! reference! genome,! derived! from! the! same! subject,! we!
used! this! genome! to! construct! individual! reference! databases! for! the!







the!Metaxa2! software.!Metaxa!was! originally! developed! as! a! software! tool!
for!automated!detection!and!classification!of! ribosomal! small! subunit! (SSU)!
RNA!in!metagenome!datasets.!The!small!rRNA!subunits!are!the!16S!rRNA!in!
prokaryotes,! 18S! in! eukaryotes! and! 12S! in!mitochondrial! genomes.!Metaxa!
identifies! and! extracts! reads! corresponding! to! the! SSU! rRNA! gene! from!
sequencing!data,!and!annotates!them!based!on!a!database,!which!consists!of!
SSU! rRNA! sequences! from! the! Bacteria,! Archaea! and! Eukaryota! domains.!
During!the!work!with!this!RNA'seq!dataset!the!Metaxa!algorithm!was!further!
developed!to!also!support!classification!of!the large!subunit,!(LSU)!rRNA!gene!
and! to! improve! the! support! for! short! read! (100! bp)! and! paired'end!
sequences! such! as! Illumina! RNA'seq! data.! Additionally,! the! classification!
ability!of!Metaxa2!is!dramatically!improved!by!building!the!new!databases!on!
manually!curated!entries!from!SILVA!(release!111)!and!MitoZoa,!verified!with!
data! from!GreenGenes,!CRW,!and!GenBank! 130.! The! result,!Metaxa2!can!be!
























































The! initial! approach! was! to! sample! H.+ pylori! positive! patients! in! Sweden!
(paper! I),! which! was! carried! out! before! the! start! of! this! doctoral! project.!
However,! the! collection! of! samples! took! considerable! time,! mainly! due! to!
low! prevalence! of! H.+ pylori! infection! and! premalignant! changes! in! the!
Swedish!population.!This!led!to!the!decision!to!terminate!the!Swedish!sample!
collection! and! instead! study! individuals! from! a! high'risk! population.! The!
Nicaraguan! sample! collection! started! in! June! 2010,! just! prior! to! the! thesis!
project.! This! resulted! in!a! substantially!higher!number!of! samples! collected!
and!allowed!us!to!proceed!with!higher!pace.!
Since! gastric! disease! is! a!multifactorial! disease!we! aimed! to! determine!not!
only! the! infecting! strain! and! the! host! response! but! to! add! other!metadata!
into! the! studies.! For! all! the! patients! enrolled! in! the! study! a! questionnaire!
containing! questions! on! demographics,! living! conditions! and! clinical!
information! was! filled! in.! The! sample! collection! was! taking! place! at! the!
Antonio! Lenin! Fonseca! hospital! in! Managua,! which! is! a! public! hospital,!
meaning! it! is! primarily! for! the! part! of! the! population! that! does! not! have!
health! insurance.! In! Nicaragua,! as! well! as! in! the! rest! of! the! world,! gastric!
cancer! is! more! prevalent! in! people! with! lower! socioeconomic! status! (Dr.!
Omar! Eli! Morales,! personal! communication).! Performing! the! sample!
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collection! at! a! public! hospital! thereby! let! us! sample! the! part! of! the!
population!at!highest!risk.!!
+
HELICOBACTER+PYLORI ! IN !NICARAGUA!
The! prevalence! of! H.+ pylori+ infection! in! Nicaragua! has! been! estimated! to!
around! 79.4! %! 113.! In! our! patient! cohort! we! assayed!H.+ pylori! infection! by!
several! different! methods;! culturing! from! biopsies,! identification! by!
microscopy,! the! urea! breath! test! (UBT),! and! IgA! and! IgG! serology! for!
membrane! antigens! according! to! 48.! Culture'positivity! by! itself!was! enough!
for! a! person! to! be! defined! as! H.+ pylori! positive,! and! in! cases! of! culture'
negativity,!a!person!with!positive!results!in!at!least!two!of!the!other!methods!
was! still! considered! as! infected.! To! be! considered! uninfected,! all! methods!
needed! to! show! negative! results.!Within! the!Managua! cohort! of! dyspeptic!
patients,! the! H.+ pylori! prevalence! was! 68! %! and! 11%! undetermined,! i.e.!
positive! in! only! one!method.! In! another! project,! we! also! studied!H.+ pylori!
prevalence! in! a! rural! location! in!Nicaragua,!where!we! recruited! subjects! at!
the! primary! care! centre! of! the! village! Nueva! Guinea.! Among! 68! patients!
included! in! that! study,! the!H.+ pylori+ infection! prevalence,!measured! by! IgA!
ELISA,! was! 88! %! (unpublished! data).! Hence! the! prevalence! of! H.+ pylori! in!
Nicaragua!is!high.!
Several!cancer!subtypes!are!directly!associated!with!chronic!infections,!both!
by!bacterial!agents,! viruses!and!parasites! 131.!A!common! theme! is! that! that!
the! chronic! inflammation! leads! to! tissue! damage,! largely! attributed! to! the!
host! response,! which! predisposes! for! neoplastic! transformation.! Infection'
associated!cancers!are!generally!more!common!in!developing!regions!of!the!





To! investigate! the! diversity! and! potential! virulence! of! Nicaraguan!H.+ pylori+




Figure- R1.! Fraction!of! infection'associated!cancer! cases!attributable! to! the!major!








Phylogenetic! analysis! was! performed! on! the! draft! genomes! of! the! isolates!
using! both! whole! genome! comparison! and! in+ silico! multi'locus! sequence!
typing! (iMLST)! analysis,! which! is! based! on! sequence! variations! in! seven!
selected! housekeeping! genes.! Although! the! iMLST! analysis! has! lower!





African! ancestry! 9%,! and! indigenous! Amerindians! 5%! 132.! However,!
phylogenetic! analyses! based! on! the! whole! genome! allow! a! much! better!
resolution!and!the!global!study!of!the!52!sequenced!patient!isolates!instead!
showed! a! pronounced! relationship! to! strains! of! West! African! and! North!





Number of new cancer cases occurring in 2008 
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To! identify!which!virulence! factors! that!present! in! the! isolates!we!searched!
the! genomes! for! genes! annotated! as! the! genes! mentioned! in! the!
introduction.!This!analysis!showed!that!all! isolates!carry!the!genes!encoding!
the!virulence!factors!VacA,!NapA!(HP'NAP),!HtrA,!Ggt,!AlpA,!AlpB,!and!OipA.!
The! carriage! of! the! cagA! gene! could! be! found! in! 40! out! of! the! 52! isolates!
(77%),!babA!in!47/52,!sabA!in!40/52,!hopZ!in!48/52,!and!hopQ!in!43/52!of!the!
isolates,! see!table!R1.!Presence!of!several!virulence! factors! in!one! isolate! is!
often! linked!to!more!severe!clinical!outcomes.!Presence!of!cagA!was!tightly!
correlated! with! the! more! virulent! vacA! genotype! (s1/i1/m1)! (38/40).!






The! presence! of! a! virulence! factor! at! genomic! level! does! not! necessarily!
equal!to!the!actual!expression!of!the!gene.!Therefore!we!also!studied!the! in+
vivo! expression! of! the! different! genes! in! the! RNA'seq! data! from! patient!
corpus! biopsies! (Paper! IV).! Looking! specifically! at! the! virulence! factors!
mentioned!in!the!background!we!could!detect!expression!of!a!majority!of!the!
virulence! factors! that!were!present! in! the!genome!of! the! isolate.!For!cagA,!
vacA,!napA,!alpA,!and!alpB!expression!was!detected!in!all!strains!carrying!the!
gene! (table!R1).! For+ ggt! and!htrA,! expression!could!not!be!detected! in!one!
individual!out!of! the!20! for!which!we!had!strain! specific!RNA'seq!data! (see!
paper! IV! for! method! details).! For! the! OMP! genes! babA,! sabA,! sabB,! oipA,!
hopZ!and!hopQ,+expression!could!not!be!detected!in!several!patients!whose!
isolates! did! carry! the! gene.! As! described! in! the! background,! several! of! the!
OMP! genes! are! regulated! by! slipped! strand!mispairing,!where! some! alleles!
render! the! gene! transcriptionally! inactive! or! truncated.! This! ON/OFF!
switching!has!been!described!for!example!for!sabA,!oipA,!hopZ,!and!hopQ+20,+
and!is!a!part!of!the!adaptation!of!the!bacteria!to!the!mode!of!adherence!that!




an!OFF!allele!would! still! count!as!presence!of! the!gene.!For!sabB! and!hopZ+
however,!the!transcription!levels!were!in!general!very!low!and!the!failure!to!
detect! the! expression! may! therefore! be! due! to! insufficient! depth! of! the!
sequencing.!!
From! a! biological! point! of! view! the! in+ vivo! RNA'seq! data! showed! that! H.+
pylori! express! high! levels! of! several! of! the!major! virulence! factors! such! as!
ureA,! cagA! and! vacA,! as! well! as! factors! involved! in! pH! regulation.! This!
indicates! that!H.+ pylori! in! close! contact! to! the! epithelium! induce! virulence!
expression! and! probably! encounter! acidic! pH! stress.! The! general! view,! as!
discussed!in!the!background,!has!been!that!H.+pylori!swim!from!acidic!pH!in!
the! stomach! lumen! and! establish! close! to! the! epithelium!where! the! pH! is!
more! neutral.! Our! transcriptome! data! on! H.+ pylori! probably! represent!
adherent!or!at!!least!mucus'associated!bacteria!since!the!sampling!procedure!
for! the! biopsies! make! it! unlikely! that! we! have! retained! luminal! content.!
Hence,!the!microenvironment!close!to!the!epithelium,!at!least!in!the!patient!
group! studied! here,! might! be! more! acidic! than! previously! anticipated.!















RNA'seq! data! confirmed! expression! of! the! babA! gene! to! varying! degree,!
fifteen! samples! showed! detectable! expression! while! we! could! not! record!
expression!in!three!samples!that!carried!the!genes!(table!R1).!Since!we!only!
had! individual!H.+pylori+ reference!genomes! for!20!of! the!30! individuals,!we!
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the!group!with! low! to! intermediate!atrophy! (Atr)! compared! to! the!gastritis!
group! (figure! R3).! These! findings!might! implicate! that! improved! adherence!
plays! a! role! in! disease! progression! towards! atrophy.! However,! a! trend!
towards! lower! babA! expression! was! observed! in! the! EA! and! Met! groups!
indicating!that!this!increased!expression!of!babA!might!be!transient.!!





cells!and! immune!system.!They!are!also!hot! spots! for!genetic!variation!and!
many!of! them!are! regulated!by!phase!variation.!When! the!second!H.+pylori!
genome! sequence! was! released,! Alm! and! colleagues! published! a! hallmark!




a! thorough! effort! to! verify! this! list! and! used! multiple! criteria! for! surface'
exposed! outer! membrane! localisation.! They! added! another! 20! proteins! to!
the! list,! at! but! could! not! detect! several! of! the! proteins! from! the! other!





























human! rRNA! but! prokaryotic! rRNA! was! retained.! This! fact! allowed! us! to!
extract!the!rRNA!sequences!using!a!software!called!Metaxa2!130,!136,!which!is!
described! more! in! detail! in! the! methods! section.! The! fraction! of! RNA'seq!
reads! that! mapped! to! any! 16S! sequence,! encoding! the! prokaryotic! small!














































































































Fraction of RNA-seq reads mapping to 16S
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negative! by! the! conventional! methods! mentioned! above! (paper! IV).! We!
found! that! presence! of! the! genera! Campylobacter! and! Wolinella,! which!
together!with!Helicobacter!belong!to!the!epsilon!subclass!of!Proteobacteria,!
was! positively! correlated! to! presence! of! Helicobacter.! This! finding! may!
suggest! that! these! closely! related! genera! could! collaborate! in! the! human!
stomach!environment.! In!H.+pylori+positive!subjects.!The!genus!Helicobacter!
dominates! completely,! however! we! still! find! several! other! genera! such! as!
Escherichia,! Pseudomonas! and! Acinetobacter.! Other! genera! are! typically!








In! the! first! paper! we! studied! Swedish! patients! with! different! stages! of!H.+
pylori! infection.!We! found! a! pronounced! antralisation! of! corpus!mucosa! in!
patients!with!atrophy,!which!was!characterised!by!loss!of!a!large!number!of!




this! study! was! the! loss! of! chitinase! (CHIA)! expression! in! atrophy! patients!
compared! to! H.+ pylori! infected! individuals! with! no! premalignant! changes!









sufficient! sample! size.! As! discussed! in! the! materials! and! methods! section!
above,!we! therefore!used!eight!previously!described!molecular!markers! for!
atrophy!(ATP4A,!ATP4B,!GHRL,!GIF,!CCKRB,!PGC,!PGA4,!and!PGA3)!to!assess!
the! degree! of! atrophy! based! on! gene! expression! data,! independently! of!
histological!assessment.!As!illustrated!by!the!expression!of!ATP4B!(figure!R6),!


































































at! the! different! disease! stages,! and! revealed! that! the! kynurenine! pathway!
was! significantly! enriched! in! all! H.+ pylori'infected! groups! and! most! so! in!
patients! with! extensive! atrophy! (paper! V).! This! pathway! is! one! of! the!
catabolic!pathways!of!tryptophan,!and!the!depletion!of!tryptophan!as!well!as!
the! downstream! metabolites! has! been! shown! to! inhibit! proliferation! of! T!




Mouse! models! of! Helicobacter! infection! indicate! that! development! of!
atrophic!gastritis! is!dependent!on!presence!of!T! cells,! and! in!particular!Th1!
cells,! in!the!gastric!mucosa!137.!However,!there!is!currently!no!mouse!model!
that!accurately! recapitulates! the!pathogenesis!of!human!H.+pylori! infection.!
In!order!to!study!the!progression!of!disease!in!humans!in!relation!to!different!
immune! cell! types,! an! enrichment! analysis! was! performed! using! the! host!
RNA'sequencing! data! of! the! Nicaraguan! patient! cohort.! The! enrichment!
analysis!was!based!on!gene!sets!recently!described!by!Bindea!and!colleagues,!
using! the! Piano! software! as! described! in! paper! V! 138.! In! agreement! with!
mouse! studies,! there! was! an! association!with! Th1'cell! associated! genes! to!
gastritis! development! (figure! R7).! However,! atrophic! gastritis! was! more!





strongly! associated! with! cytotoxic! cells,! follicular! helper! T! cells,! central!
memory! T! cells,! NK! cells! and! activated! DCs! (figure! R7).! Thus,! this! analysis!




Figure- R7.! Immune! cell! types! whose! cell! type'specific! genes! are! significantly!
enriched!at!transcriptional!level!during!the!different!stages!compared!to!uninfected!
control! (Min).! Innate! immune! cells:! DC,! dendritic! cells;! iDC,! immature! DC;! aDC,!
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extensive! and! in! the! present! thesis! I! have! focused! on! selected! aspects! of!
both!the!pathogen!and!host!response!to!infection.!There!are!however!many!
more!features!that!can!be!further!explored!using!the!available!data.!One!of!
the! most! intriguing! is! to! look! at! the! combined! prokaryotic! and! eukaryotic!
transcriptomes!to! identify!patterns!of!co'responses.!To! include!not!only!the!
H.+pylori!transcriptome!but!also!other!prokaryotic!gene!signatures!would!also!
be! illuminating! and! might! reveal! additional! information! about! the!
microenvironment!that!lead!to!disease!progression.!However,!this!also!poses!
considerable! bioinformatics! challenges! that! we! have! only! started! to! work!
with.!Ideally,!one!should!also!want!to!increase!the!depth!of!sequencing!to!be!
able!to!discern!differences!with!higher!statistical!certainty,!since!the!bacterial!
RNA! counts! are! currently! in! a! range! where! random! effects! are! likely! to!
influence!comparisons.!Nevertheless,!an!advantage!of!RNA'seq!is!that!it!has!







at! the! genome! and! transcriptome! levels! and! in! a! limited! number! of!
individuals.!To!be!able!to!draw!any!more!general!biological!conclusions!these!
findings! need! to! be! validated! in! more! detail.! This! would! be! particularly!
interesting! for! the! changes! in! the! expression! of! kynurenine! pathway!
enzymes,! where! a! more! detailed! investigation! on! protein! and! metabolite!
level! is! warranted.! Also,! the! observation! that! the! BabA! protein! is! under!
specific! selection! pressure! in! South! and! Central! American! isolates,! raises!
questions! on! how! this! affects! binding! and! ligand! specificity.! No! data!
regarding!the!three'dimensional!structure!of!the!BabA!protein!have!yet!been!
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published,! and! although! the! protein! share! partial! homology!with! the! SabA!
protein,! the! domain! involved! in! ligand! specificity! is! not! shared,! and! the!
structural! information! in! that! region!can! thus!not!be! transferred.!However,!
such!structure!is!soon!to!be!released!and!will!provide!new!possibilities!for!the!
interpretation!of!the!results.!
The!work!with! the!dual!RNA'seq!has!been!a!major!part!of! this! study!and! it!
has! bee! very! exciting! to! go! from! the! first! conception! of! the! idea! through!
method!development,!sequencing,!bioinformatics!method!development,!and!
finally! biologically! interpretable! results.! Paper! IV! is,! to! our! knowledge,! the!
first! report! of! global! transcriptomics! in! the! stomach,! a! method! that! holds!
large! promise! for! the! investigation! of! the! interplay! between! pathogen! and!
host.!
In! summary;! around! one!million! individuals! worldwide! are! diagnosed! with!
gastric!cancer!every!year,!an!effect!of!the!chronic!inflammation!caused!by!H.+
pylori,+ and! many! more! suffer! from! other! severe! consequences! from! this!
infection.! The! vast! majority! of! gastric! cancer! cases! are! diagnosed! at! an!
advanced!stage,!leading!to!very!poor!prognosis,!clearly!implicating!that!there!
is! a! need! for!methods! for! early! discovery! of! the! disease.! Antralisation! and!
atrophy! leads! to!a!brusque!change! in! the!gastric!environmental! conditions,!
which!raise!the!question!how!H.+pylori+and!other!bacteria!adapt!to!this!new!
milieu!and!continue!to!trigger!the!progression!to!gastric!cancer.!This!thesis’!
characterisation! of! the! host! and! pathogen! at! the! different! phases! of! the!
gastric!pathogenesis!has!provided!new! information!on! the!virulence! factors!
carried!and!expressed!by!bacterial! isolates! in!a!high'risk!population,!as!well!










Den! vanligaste! riskfaktorn! för! att! utveckla! magsäckscancer! är! en! bakterie!
som!koloniserar!magsäcken!hos!ungefär!halva! jordens!befolkning,!nämligen!
Helicobacter+ pylori.! Bakterieinfektionen! och! den! inflammation! den! ger!
upphov! till! är! centrala!komponenter! i! cancerutvecklingen,!men!hos!de!allra!
flesta,!ca!85!%!av!de!som!är! infekterade,!ger! infektionen!inga!symptom!och!
drygt!10!%!drabbas!av!magsår.!Totalt!är!det!bara!några!procent!av!de!som!är!
infekterade! som! under! sin! livstid! utvecklar! magsäckscancer,! vilket! tydligt!
visar!på!att!bakterieinfektionen!i!sig!bara!är!en!pusselbit.!!
H.+ pylori+ har! visat! sig! vara! väldigt! variabel! och! kan! bära! på! olika!
virulensfaktorer.! Dessa! faktorer! har! betydelse! bland! annat! för! hur! bra!
bakterien!kan!binda!till!magsäckcellerna,!och!hur!de!påverkar!immuncellerna!
och! därigenom! styrkan! på! immunsvaret,! vilket! har! betydelse! för!





med!hög! risk.!Vi!har! jämfört!olika! stadier!av! sjukdomsutvecklingen,! framför!
allt!de!tidiga!stadierna! i)!kronisk!men!asymptomatisk! inflammation!(gastrit),!
ii)! atrofiska! förändringar! i! magsäcksvävnaden,! och! iii)! metaplasi,! där!
vävnaden! förändras!drastiskt.!Anledningen!att! vi! fokuserat!på!dessa! stadier!
är!att!atrofi!är!det!första!stadiet!som!förknippas!med!högre!risk!att!utveckla!
cancer! och!metaplasi! representerar! ett! stadie! där! cancerrisken! är! definitiv!
och!där!risken!för!progression!inte!längre!går!att!minska!genom!att!behandla!
H.+pyloriWinfektionen,!något!som!går!medan!man!bara!har!gastrit!och!atrofi.!
Vi! har! studerat! både! H.+ pylori'bakterier! isolerade! från! patienterna! och!
vävnad! från!magsäckens!övre!del,! tagna!under!gastroskopisk!undersökning.!
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Hos! bakterierna! har! vi! tittat! på! deras! arvsmassa,!genom,+ för! att! identifiera!











de! sydamerikanska! individerna! eller!miljön! som! gör! att! bakterierna! har! en!
fördel! att! behålla! den! varianten,! vilket! kan! ha! att! samband! med! att!
magsäckscancer!är!väldigt!vanligt!i!syd'!och!mellanamerika.!Vi!har!också!visat!
att!en! speciell!mänsklig!gen,!den! som!kodar! för!proteinet!kitinas,!uttrycks! i!
väldigt!mycket!lägre!nivåer!när!man!får!atrofi!jämfört!med!när!man!bara!har!
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